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OVERVIEW
In partnership with University Academy 92 (UA92) Anglo
Educational Services (AES) provides students the opportunity
to undertake a semester-length programme and study in
Manchester.
The programme introduces a

Join other international students in

game-changing Higher Education

Manchester at UA92 as a full-time

initiative that brings together the

student, and gain access to the

talents of academia, business and

newly opened facilities in the great

sport. Developed by academic

city of Manchester. AES will provide

pioneers Lancaster University and

housing in central Manchester for

the celebrated Manchester United

students as well as offering US

legends turned businessmen, the

University partners the opportunity of

Class of 92, Gary and Phil Neville, Ryan

running faculty-led programmes with

Giggs, Paul Scholes and Nicky Butt.

Manchester as their base.

OPPORTUNITIES
WE OFFER
Studying at UA92 will provide students with access to a
high-level, inspirational network of industry leaders and
advisors, who will provide unrivalled learning opportunities,
career development and acceleration. These range from
semester length to short–term faculty led programmes, and
include pre-departure guides covering all aspects of living
in Manchester, academic and cultural support services,
experienced faculty and staff to organise field trips, and
orientation activities. UA92 courses will take students on
a personal development journey that goes far beyond a
traditional academic degree to ensure they will stand out in
a competitive graduate marketplace. The courses will take
place under the following degrees:

•

Business Studies – BA (Hons)

•

Accounting & finance – BA (Hons)

•

Journalism – BA (Hons)

•

Media & Communication - BA (Hons)

•

Physical Education – BA (Hons)

•

Psychology – BSc (Hons)

•

Sports & Exercise Science - BSc (Hons).

Direct flights from the US – Manchester
Seattle, Atlanta, Houston, New York, Chicago, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Boston,
Miami, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Orlando

Facts about Manchester
•

Manchester has the largest
student population of any city
in Europe, home to over 100,000
students.

•

It is the football capital of the
world. Manchester is home to
four premiership football teams
including Manchester United
and Manchester City.

•

Manchester is home to the
oldest free public reference
library in the UK. The library was
opened in 1653 and has been in
continuous use since that date.

•

Manchester is a renowned
cultural and historical centre. It
is home to multiple museums
and art galleries, including
The Museum of Science and
Industry, Manchester Museum,
Manchester Art Gallery and
The Imperial War Museum, one
of Britain’s most celebrated
museums.

•

Manchester airport is the UK’s
busiest, outside London. There
are direct flights to over 200
cities around the world and the
airport handles over 20 million
passengers every year.
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